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I.

Anno Domini



DYES AND STITCHERY

I flipped out of my grandmother’s hammock
and landed between stones the first time
I saw you. But you were just a sprig of asphodel

then. Seven-year-olds could buy cigarettes.
Dogs were trusted behind the wheel of a Jeep
when the owner was adequately drunk.

We had the simple things, like Crown Royal 
bags for our marbles. Someone had cut
my hair with lobster scissors. I’m not even sure

if my eyes were this same color, or who was 
driving me to Pike’s Peak. Were you born
in a field, next to a barrel filled with burning

plywood? I imagine you walking out 
of the sea instead, except we only had lakes.
They would find you clinging to a lighthouse

at midnight. There could be no other
explanation. You were destined to hotrod 
a 1965 Mustang GT350 on a dirt road

with elbow-high corn on either side. You
were born to step into a pawn shop and rip
all of the guitars off the wall. Streetlights

wouldn’t dare blink out when you walked by.
I had dreams of becoming a Carmelite 
nun, spending every day with my onionskin



dyes and stitchery. You learned to ride 
an appaloosa when your great-grandfather
abandoned you in a snowy field.

I learned to ride my first horse before
I was even alive. I knew there would be one 
man courageous enough not to drink

margaritas from plastic sombreros, who 
wouldn’t bring a Bensenville Lolita
to the junior prom, or build his own boat

with a garbage bag sail. The day you were
born, jackhammers refused to pummel
the asphalt. There was a ghost cavern

in the center of every loaf of bread. 
Bells had no more reasons not to ring. 
What was once upstream traveled down.



 COLLECTIONS

It was only me on a borrowed dirt bike
outside the gas station, impatient for you

to be born. In the meantime shoplifting
every new glass tumbler they issued.

Sometimes I would make a fist and slip
my entire hand inside. It looked like

a specimen. The clerk would apprehend
a teenager for abusing the dairy case,

pinching the bologna, whatever it took.
I have always been in favor of fumes.

Inhaling them as my mother filled
the tank of her Galaxie station wagon.

Imagining the way we’d burn through
the rubber mat in back, with time

and repetition. I thought I would meet
you in the center of a ring of lions.

Underwater, as two bodies weighted
and bubbling. Or even through bars,

your love letters impassioned, not
scented with rolled cloves and beer.

Who knew we would both stumble
upon the great apparition: wet grackle



ransacking half a lemon pound cake 
left in the middle of the sidewalk. 

We watched it for a few seconds,
without watching. My hand closed

around your fingers. I planted two
crumbs at the base of an arborvitae.

One for the clouds that gave their
blessing. One for the eye of the bird.



TREATY LINE

There were wonders, but we didn’t know
they were wonders, or that they belonged

to us. The watermelon we tethered in a maple
with fishing line, just to see who would look up.

A dare involving teeth. Sentences we’d write
to burn. I traded my fear of matches for a love

of shattered plates, a restaurant where I smashed
saucers one by one before I quit. I took the apron

with me. There were children in the dust outside
the door, and I became one of them. I still have 

two sides. A lake behind the house, and behind
the lake, a field. Split rails banked by chain

link. I found a place where they converge.
Here, let me put your hand on the seam.

There’s a filament inside both of us, though
we never noticed. It’s imaginary most days.

A man once snipped two invisible hairs 
from my arm, kept them in a wooden box.

I could light that box on fire with my tongue. 
It’s a good thing that I didn’t care. This apron 

is the only one for me, its tender bleach line
at the waist. My first day, Pam laced me up.



They docked three minutes from my pay, 
but now I can wear it as tight as you like. 

Sometimes the trees rearrange themselves.
Everything I own I place within your reach.



CRAFTSMAN

The Northern Lights were never enough.
Storefronts all cloaked with the same
mirrored plastic. You pressed your mouth
against my neck every time we passed
the pile of bricks at the end of the street.
Now I can’t bash in my own windshield
without help. I wanted to write something
on your hand, but couldn’t pick a side.
There was a ghost that revealed itself to us.
After twelve we stopped counting. A little
clog of smoke in the corner of the room.
If the house was a bungalow I’d take off
my shirt the minute I walked indoors. 
If the mailbox was bricked in I’d lick it
then think about starting a brush fire.
You said the only thing more beautiful
was the headless core of a deer you once
tripped over on the side of the highway.
I thought of all the abandoned fruit stands 
I’d like to occupy with you on a winter day.
We would find the heap of twine forgotten
after the pumpkins were gone. They never
build fruit stands out of brick, just boards.
Lumber left when your father ripped down
the addition he hammered drunk one night.
He said he was building you a bedroom.
You told him it was twenty years too late.
If only you could hold the entire town 
in your right hand. The bobcat in bed 
with the wren. The wren small enough 
to wear in a holster against my body. 
I’d spend all day waiting for it to move.



ODE TO YOUR INNOCENCE

Your innocence was the demon-eyed pony
at the edge of the carousel. Its saddle always
damp, like a harmonica. The only one I would 
ever ride. The only one with an open mouth.

The bus departed at 4:15. A storm bent trees 
to the ground. I couldn’t circle the block.
Jammed between the trash can and a pair
of binoculars: your innocence, left out 
like a glove that never fit a wire rack.

I have pressed myself against many men.
In the blank hallways of the hospital, slipped
my hands into pockets that weren’t mine. 
A rapid infuser no match for your innocence.

At first I didn’t know that your innocence
was innocence, but it was always yours.
I didn’t know what to call it, tried majesty,
hypomania. Attempted divining you
from an old well filled with handkerchiefs.

I had your innocence all afternoon. After
the afternoon I had your innocence again.
It wasn’t like a vinyl smock at all. Oh 
no, it was the exact opposite of that.

I was born precocious. Walked right out
of my mother’s arms, and into the tavern.
All the men there had wives, and cameras.
My innocence was a rice paper balloon.



When did I lose interest in everything else? 
Didn’t want to shake hands with the gold
medalist, or take photographs of newly-
hatched doves. I thought you were a ghost.
Tried to scream into the bubbling springs.
Your innocence became my only food.

A man said something about the speed
of sound. We’d be chasing it forever,
he claimed. Like your innocence, slipped 
to me under a table, and the ten seconds
it would take to warm it in my hand.

Some men walk through their women.
I held you still. Your innocence wrapped 
around us like electrical tape. We left
the lights on. The refrigerator hummed
its song about a bad journey to Memphis.
There wasn’t anything left to believe.



HERESY

Around this time I stopped 
believing. I wanted to drown

all of the wreaths in the river.
Even the one with a cornsilk

rabbit. Especially the eggs,
the way they mocked us all

April. I was a cat walking
across a stove. My winter

coat became a strangler.
Only you could help me

out of it. How many books
could I stack in one paper

bag before the bottom tore?
The answer had something

to do with your arms, but I
never asked you to carry it.

Every day I would peel one
strip of vinyl siding off my

house. I started at the back.
There was shimmery tar

on damp wood underneath.
I did the same thing with



myself and called it purpose.
There was nothing to hate

more than the moon, lone
saucepan of simmering rice.

You wanted an archipelago
so we made one. Walking

down my street near dawn,
I could count all the houses

where someone was awake,
carnation of a lamp behind

old drapes. I wanted to press
my hand against your chest. 

The four your body made
under sheets, one leg bent. 

I would burn hydrangeas
in a metal drum all night. 


